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inefficiency do the same for society? This hope—newer to
American life than the invincible faith in applied science—
led from Hoover the "Great Engineer" to Technocracy, the
National Recovery Administration, the Tennessee Valley
Authority, the National Resources Committee and other con-
cepts of a managed economy. Few could have foreseen in
1929 all the paths of this projection* Nevertheless in that
year the fundamental balances of a vast industrial civilization
were slipping: the precarious relations between wages and
prices, production and consumption, machines and man
power*
Upon this world of uneasy prosperity the first blow fell
in late October* Like the sound of gunshot which starts an
Alpine avalanche, a minor panic on the New York Stock Ex-
change began on the twenty-third among stocks that specula-
tors had pushed to fantastic heights. The next day, * 'Black
Thursday/* saw hysteria rampant. Brokers wept and tore off
their collars trying to keep abreast selling orders; sight-seers
jammed the Wall Street district, ogled the arrival of great
bankers in their limousines before the House of Morgan, and
under the rumor of mass suicide gathered to watch an ordi-
nary workman on a scaffolding in morbid expectation of his
plunge.
At first it appeared that the magicians of finance had ar-
rested disaster, but just as the public cheered them and
breathed more easily, another sickening lurch sent the market
to new depths, spreading conviction that these wizards had
merely propped the falling timbers long enough to get out
from under. October 29 set a lurid record for sales, a total
of 16,410,000 shares. At the month's close fifteen billion
dollars in market value had been wiped out, and before the
end of the year losses reached an estimated forty billion.
After the first shock official optimism took over. A genera-
tion taught to be "a bull on the United States'' was condi-
tioned to respond. Upon feeling the initial jolt, many seemed
as incredulous about the real gravity of the situation as the

